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Name of Members 



State Belief or Opinion On Topic (do not write it, just 
be ready to talk about it)

-Suggestions: Add a fact, joke, 
question, quote, story, point out the 
opportunity (pro) problem (con)

-Then answer or follow up to this fact, 
joke, or question quote, story, point 
out the opportunity (pro) problem 
(con), with your belief (say it out loud, 
do not write it on this slide)

-Add picture, graph, or other visual 
representation to make your opinion 
clear or to drive it home more 



Clearly State Your Belief (this is where you clearly 
write the opinion)

-Make your belief clear, maybe follow up with another fact or comment supporting 
your belief 



Add (short, a educational video that supports your 
belief or idea) 
-Find one on the internet (I would support finding one that 
really drives your idea home). You may need to spend time at 
home researching this video. It can also be a clip of the video 
that drives this idea home (should only be 30 seconds to a 
minute long)



List all of your facts that further drive home your 
belief (either pro or con) make sure that it relates to 
your board members area 
-List fact based evidence and first hand testimonies (from your classmates and 
teachers) 

-If it is a fact, quote the source

-If it is a first hand account, ask permission and quote the source (can be a 
teacher, coach, or classmate 



List all of your facts that further drive home your 
belief (either pro or con) continued 



Close your presentation (really leave them with a 
lasting effect) 
(Summarize key points first) 



For Your Reference: Please Answer the Following 
Questions Throughout Your Project  
GRANTS
● Are there any available grants that align with the idea?
● Would volunteers be helpful?
● Are donations possible?


